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great low price!
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From the Experts:
Modelers of all skill levels will enjoy racing and bashing with 
these compact, brushless buggies and trucks! All are fully 
assembled and complete – even “AA” batteries are included 
for the transmitter.

These super-fast, super-affordable 
brushless vehicles are a super value!

Long story short...

$14999

Hobby-quality 
brushless vehicles 

starting at just

*Suggested minimum advertised price

Turn the page to 
find out more 

Products for everyone!

™

 ❚ Easy to drive for beginners

 ❚ Loads of fun for advanced drivers too

 ❚ Fully adjustable independent suspension

 ❚ Separate ESC, receiver and servo

 ❚ Big Bore oil shocks

 ❚ Shock towers with multiple mounting points

 ❚ High-traction tires with foam inserts 

 ❚ Gear differentials

 ❚ 6V, 1300mAh NiMH rechargeable battery for extra-
long run times

 ❚ AC wall charger & charge monitor

 ❚ Factory painted body with factory-applied decals

 ❚ Tough enough to bash outdoors, small enough to 
enjoy in a basement or on a garage floor

 ❚ Five different models to choose from

BRUSHLESS POWER RAMPS UP THE SPEED — AND THE FUN!
SPEED   Ready-to-Run 1/18 Scale 

BRUSHLESS 4WD Vehicles

DIDC0051  SC4.18BL 4WD Short Course Truck RTR
DIDC0052  MT4.18BL 4WD Monster Truck RTR
DIDC0053  BX4.18BL 4WD Buggy RTR
DIDC0055  DB4.18BL 4WD Desert Buggy RTR w/LEDs
DIDC0056  DT4.18BL 4WD Desert Truck RTR w/LEDs
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Desert Buggy w/LEDs
Dominate the desert with speed, 
style and LEDs!
Length: 11.57 in (294 mm)
Width: 7.09 in (180 mm) 
Height: 3.86 in (98 mm)
Weight w/battery: 1.52 lb (690 g)   
Requires: nothing!
DIDC0055

Desert Truck w/LEDs
Shine bright with LEDs and 
desert truck looks!
Length: 11.9 in (302 mm)
Width: 6.9 in (176 mm) 
Height: 5.1 in (129 mm)
Weight w/battery: 1.56 lb (709 g)
Requires: nothing!
DIDC0056

The Desert Buggy and Desert Truck 
come with high-intensity LEDs 
already installed, for racing and 
off-roading action day or night! 

DIDC0055 DIDC0056 DIDC0051 DIDC0052 DIDC0053

Short Course Truck
All-out off-roading fun!
Length: 11.4 in (290 mm)
Width: 7.5 in (190 mm) 
Height: 4.1 in (105 mm)
Weight w/battery: 1.41 lb (640 g)
Requires: nothing!
DIDC0051

Monster Truck
Take on the toughest terrain!
Length: 10.6 in (270 mm)
Width: 7.4 in (190 mm) 
Height: 4.3 in (110 mm)
Weight w/battery: 1.47 lb (668 g)
Requires: nothing!
DIDC0052

Buggy
An extreme speed machine!
Length: 10.2 in (260 mm)
Width: 7.16 in (182 mm) 
Height: 3.9 in (100 mm)
Weight w/battery: 1.36 lb (618 g)
Requires: nothing!
DIDC0053
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®

AXIC9056 - Wraith™ Spawn
Length: 19.25” (490mm)
Width: 11.2” (285mm)
Height: 9.1” (232mm)
Wheelbase: 14” (355mm)
Ground Clearance: 2.8” (72mm)
Weight: 5.45lbs (2.47kg)

For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

New Spawn body on full tube frame composite chassis with driver

Officially licensed 2.2 Method IFD™ Beadlock Wheels

2.2 Maxxis Trepador Tires (S30 compound)

WB8 HD Wild Boar driveline system, as simple as it is durable

AR60 OCP-Axles (off-center pumpkin design)

New waterproof receiver box

Dual slipper clutch

Aluminum machined lower links

4-link suspension - optimized to reduce axle steer & torque twist

Icon Vehicle Dynamics aluminum shocks

The Axial Wraith™ Spawn is packed with performance features. This 
full bodied version Wraith retains many of the components that made 
this vehicle famous. The virtually bulletproof OCP60 axles are ready to 
take the Spawn through its paces whether blasting through the wide 
open desert or hammering its way through the toughest rock trails. 
The 2.2 Maxxis Trepador tires are a proven true grip standard, wrapped 
around industry proven Method Race wheels. Whether you are rock 
racing or backyard bashing, the Wraith™ Spawn is ready for action.

The latest version of the  Wraith™ is sure to turn 
heads. The Spawn body shell and interior offer 
a completely different look for the vehicle while 
maintaining its traditional unreal off road abilities.

NEWPRODUCT NEWPRODUCT
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Products for everyone!

CRAZY FAST — CRAZY FUN!

 ❚ Pre-Built, Ready to Run 1/10th scale stadium truck

 ❚ Pre-painted racing body with spoiler

 ❚ Multi-spoke off-road racing wheels

 ❚ Multi-rib front tires and mini-pin rear tires

 ❚ 2.4GHz radio system for crystal-free, comfortable 
control

 ❚ Waterproof HPI Flux EMH-3S brushless speed 
controller 

 ❚ HPI Flux MMH-4000kV brushless motor for superfast 
top speed

 ❚ Waterproof HPI SF-10W steering servo

 ❚ Waterproof receiver box

 ❚ Extra-tough long wheelbase composite chassis 

 ❚ Super-reliable 2WD drivetrain

 ❚ Low-profile 2.6:1 ratio transmission features all-
metal gears

 ❚ Oil-filled extra-long stroke coil-over shock absorbers

 ❚ Complete set of rubber-sealed ball bearings

 ❚ 4 “AA” batteries included for transmitter

 ❚ Handles up to 3S power for instant wheelies and 
massive top speeds!

HPID2878 E-Firestorm Flux Brushless 
2WD Stadium Truck RTR
Length: 16.7 in (425 mm)
Width: 12.8 in (325 mm)
Wheelbase: adjustable
Requires: 2S-3S LiPo or 6-7 cell NiMH 
battery, compatible charger

Bashing and racing just got more intense, thanks to 
the E-Firestorm Flux!

From the Experts:
Right out of the box, the E-Firestorm Flux is the kind of big-time fun 
machine that you’ll want to take everywhere! It hits blinding fast 
speeds, takes on huge jumps and pops on-demand wheelies with 
ease. Super-tough durability and waterproof electronics let you tackle 
any conditions. And the bonus Speed Pack ramps up the truck’s 
performance potential even more!

Long story short...

Experience even MORE power, performance and fun! 
Includes a 77-tooth spur gear and 35-tooth pinion for 
insane top speeds, plus a 3S battery strap to hold extra 
power and a wheelie bar to keep the truck under control!

Ready-To-Run 1/10 Scale 2WD Electric Stadium Truck

Lightweight and 
durable composite 
nylon main chassis.

Strong alloy steel 
dogbones for simplicity 
and durability.

Dual plate slipper clutch 
protects the drivetrain 
during hard landings.

®

Waterproof electronics let you 
drive in rain, snow and mud.

Ground Assault taper pin rear 
tires and Front Line ribbed front 
tires deliver high traction and 
long life on nearly any surface.

High-performance 
suspension geometry 
and components from 
the Firestorm 10T.
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Over a year in development with the 
world-famous HB racing team, the PRO 
5 is the ultimate touring car kit! 

Long story short...

PRO 5: A TOURING CAR FOR 
TRUE COMPETITORS

HBSC4500 PRO 5 1/10 Scale 4WD Electric 
Competition Touring Car Kit
Length: 13.9 in (353 mm)
Width: 7.5 in (190 mm)
Wheelbase (adj.): 10-10.2 in (254-260 mm)
Requires: motor, ESC, radio, receiver, servo, 
body, pinion gear, paint, tires, wheels, CA glue

The best of everything in one unbeatable kit!

 ❚ Packed with premium parts: 2.25mm woven carbon fiber chassis, 
threaded aluminum Big Bore shocks, carbon fiber shock towers, 
7075 aluminum bulkheads, bellcrank steering with dual alloy arms 
and more   

 ❚ Fully adjustable: dial in settings to tackle any track

 ❚ All-new design for the motor and layshaft mount improves weight 
distribution and efficiency

 ❚ Woven carbon fiber floating servo and battery mounts for optimal 
chassis flex

 ❚ Orange-anodized aluminum color accents and metric hardware 
throughout

*HBSC4500 does not 
come with body or tires
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The D815 is the most impressive HB 
buggy yet, combining the brand’s 
trademark toughness with the winning 
features racers demand!

Long story short...

RACE LIKE A CHAMPION WITH 
THE D815! 
Topped off with Ty Tessmann’s Worlds-winning tweaks!

 ❚ Extra-tough components range from a 3mm 7075 
aluminum chassis with a steel rear skid plate to 
16mm Big Bore threaded coil-over shocks to 43/13 
spiral-cut diff gears

 ❚ Ultra-lightweight chassis braces, diff gears, shock 
towers, outdrives and a Pro-Line® rear wing add to 
the buggy’s racing pedigree

 ❚ Monocoque suspension arms, stand-up servo 
mounting, woven carbon fiber steering arms and 
more keep you going in tough conditions

 ❚ Tuning options include steering blocks, rear hub 
carrier arms, sway bars and shock springs

 ❚ Orange anodized aluminum components add 
signature HB styling

“We’ve put a lot of work into developing 
the D815 so it has more grip in the rear 
end and it feels better at high speeds, so 
it does exactly what you want it to do.”
– Ty Tessmann

HBSC4615 D815 Tessmann Worlds Edition 1/8 
Scale 4WD Nitro Buggy Kit
Length (adjustable): 18.9 in (480 mm)
Width (adjustable): 12.2 in (310 mm)
Wheelbase (adjustable): 12.9 in (327 mm)
Requires: engine, tuned pipe, fuel, radio, receiver, 
2 servos, Rx battery, paint, tires, wheels, CA glue
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These Metal Cases provide the security 
and durability Futaba fans expect for their 
transmitters!

Long story short...

SAFEGUARD YOUR RADIO GEAR 
WITH STYLE!
Two choices. Premium protection.

 ❚ Metal Carrying Case is foam-lined with 
cutouts to exactly fit the contours of the 
4PX transmitter; extra cutouts hold receiver, 
servos and other items

 ❚ Case features a handsome black brushed 
aluminum finish with black trim, rounded 
corners, carrying handle and lockable lid 
with two keys

 ❚ Plastic feet on the bottom and back allow 
the case to be placed upright or laid down 
without scratching

 ❚ Measures 14.6”L x 9.8”W x 8.3”H  
(370 x 250 x 210 mm)

 ❚ The Double Transmitter Case is a stand-up 
design with foam padding on the sides, top and 
bottom

 ❚ A center divider lets you carry up to two 
transmitters, with additional storage for chargers, 
batteries, tools and other accessories

 ❚ Measures 17.6”L x 7.9”W x 9.6”H  
(448 x 200 x 245 mm)

FUTP1014
Metal Carrying Case 4PX

FUTP1021  
Metal Double 
Transmitter Case

®

FUTP1021FUTP1014
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When it comes to performance, convenience 
and value, nothing beats the Barbwire XL!

Long story short...

Ready-to-run and impressively equipped, the 
Fusion is one cool catamaran!

Long story short...

NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ Innovative twin hull design with dual keel 
fins and rudders make the Fusion easy to 
enjoy 

 ❚ Assembled masts and sails with detailed 
graphics allow you to be on the water 
within minutes

 ❚ Sails are made of ripstop nylon for extreme 
durability

 ❚ 2.4GHz radio system puts interference-free 
control at your fingertips

 ❚ Display stand included

STXB8009 Fusion Micro Catamaran RTR
Length: 15.7 in (400 mm)
Height: 28 in (710 mm)
Width: 10 in (255 mm)

SLICE THROUGH THE SURF WITH THIS BIGGER BARBWIRE!

MAKE A SPLASH WITH THE FUSION MICRO 
CATAMARAN RTR 

Barbwire XL Brushless RTR

A perfect blend of convenience and control!

 ❚ Self-righting, ballast-driven hull keeps this deep 
vee afloat, even if it flips

 ❚ Water-cooled brushless power system delivers 
blistering speed on command

 ❚ 2.4GHz radio system provides excellent, 
interference-free control

 ❚ Package also include an 11.1V (3S) 2200mAh 40C 
LiPo battery and 2-3S balancing charger   

ATKB8008 Barbwire XL Brushless RTR 
Racing Boat
Length: 24 in (620 mm)
Width/Diameter: 6 in (152 mm)
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Hardcore short course competitors will appreciate 
the SCT410.3 4x4’s long list of upgrades and infinite 
adjustability.

Long story short...

The EB48SL buggy is easy for anybody to get 
up to amazing speeds!

Long story short...

May 2015   ❘   

NEWPRODUCT

DOMINATE THE SHORT COURSE CIRCUIT WITH THE 
SCT410.3 4X4 KIT!

TAKE THE LEAD WITH LIGHTWEIGHT SPEED!

Performance. Durability. Value. 

EB48SL

 ❚ Upgrades include an updated suspension 
geometry, tougher suspension arms and 
4mm aluminum shock towers

 ❚ 4mm CNC anodized aluminum chassis 
features a short overhang for improved 
handling and jumping; fine-tune flex with 
the adjustable brace system

 ❚ Hard-anodized 16mm Big Bore shocks

 ❚ Ball bearing-supported steering with narrow 
pivot posts, plus adjustable bump-steer and 
Ackermann 

 ❚ Adjustable long-travel suspension, low-CG 
motor mount, bevel gear diffs and more

 ❚ “Purpose built” to be super-fast, 
with lightened diffs, driveline and 
aluminum parts

 ❚ Utilizes the SCT410.3 platform and 
suspension geometry, and shares 
95% parts compatibility

 ❚ Super-narrow chassis design

 ❚ 16mm CNC machined aluminum 
shock bodies

 ❚ V2 hinge pin brace system for 
incredible adjustability

TKRC5507 SCT410.3 1/10 Scale  
4x4 Electric Short Course Kit
Length: 20.9 in (530 mm)
Width: 11.7 in (296 mm)
Wheelbase: 12.7-13.2 in (323-335 mm)
Weight (approx.): 6.6 lb (2994 g)
Requires: Motor, ESC, 2-channel radio 
system, high-torque steering servo, 
body, tires, wheels, pinion gear, 2S 
LiPo battery & charger

1/8 Scale Superlight 4WD Electric Buggy Kit

TKRC5005 EB48SL 1/8 Scale 
Superlight 4WD Electric Buggy Kit
Length: 20.5 in (522 mm)
Width: 12 in (306 mm)
Weight: 6.5 lb (2950 g)*
Wheelbase: 12.7-13.2 in (323-335 mm)
Requires: 2-3 channel radio, brushless 
motor, pinion gear, 1/8 scale buggy 
tires and wheels, 2S LiPo battery and 
compatible charger
*Approximate weight; can be decreased dependent 
upon required components used.
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Let your spirits soar with the elegant Heron 
flying machine!

Long story short...

Competitive drivers need ultimate power 
and performance to stay on top – and this 1S 
8000mAh LiPo pack delivers!

Long story short...

NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ A broad flying spectrum, including 
high-speed, aerobatics and thermal 
soaring

 ❚ GRP “M-SPACE Technology” that 
creates a rigid fuselage

 ❚ Ultra-efficient 4-flap wing

 ❚ Innovative aluminum tubular spar 
for stiff wing stability

 ❚ Clear canopy with detailed cockpit

 ❚ 5-channel control

 ❚ Made of resilient Elapor® foam 
with a folding prop and detachable 
wings and tail for easy transport

 ❚ Available as a kit or Receiver Ready 
with a brushless electric power 
system included 

 ❚ Exclusive hard case packs plentiful power while 
remaining compact and lightweight

 ❚ Low-resistance 4mm socket connectors included

 ❚ Meets ROAR, EFRA, BRCA and IFMAR specs

ASCC0320 3.7V 1S 8000mAh 70C 
LiPo Battery
Dimensions: 3.7”L x 1.6”W x 0.7”H 
(93 x 47 x 18.5 mm)
Weight: 5.6 oz (159 g)
Max. Charge Current: 16.0 (2C)
Continuous Discharge Rate: 70C
Burst Discharge Rate: 140C

®

MPUA4276 Heron Glider Kit
MPUA6276 Heron Glider RR
Wingspan: 7.87 ft (2.4 m)
Length: 3.6 ft (1097 mm)
Glider Weight: 45.87 oz (1.3 kg)
Weight w/motor: 52.91 oz (1.5 kg)
Kit requires: 6-channel radio and 
receiver, 300-400 watt brushless 
motor, 40A brushless ESC, (2) 
HS-81 & (4) HS-55 servos, 3S 
2200mAh LiPo battery, 12x6 prop
RR requires: 6-channel radio 
and receiver, 3S 2200mAh LiPo 
battery, 12x6 prop

MPUA4276

ENJOY GRACE AND PRECISION WITH THE VERSATILE 
2.4M HERON

REEDY® 3.7V 1S 8000MAH 70C LIPO BATTERY 

Glider Kit and RR

Extreme power for 1/12, World GT and GT12 competition!
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AXID9026 - Yeti™
Length: 19.5” (495mm)
Width: 12.3” (312mm)
Height: 7.7” (195mm)
Wheelbase: 14.2” (360mm)
Ground Clearance: 2” (50mm)
Weight: 6.51lbs (2.9kg)

For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

Hi-Lo transmission with all metal internal gears

Independent front suspension and rear AR60 OCP-Axle™

3150KV 4-pole brushless motor provides massive amount of power

2.2 BFGoodrich Krawler™ tires (R35 compound)

Officially licensed 2.2 Walker Evans Racing IFD™ Wheels

Waterproof  Vanguard ESC - 3S LiPo

Waterproof receiver box integrated into bottom of chassis

WB8 HD Wild Boar rear driveshaft with updated larger diameter design

Adjustable aluminum shock bodies

May 2015May 2015

The Yeti™ is a skillfully engineered rock racing vehicle with a solid rear 
axle and independent front suspension. Its distinct aesthetic and tech-
nical elements were inspired by full-size desert trucks. Its strategically 
engineered design supplies bashing stamina while delivering a high 
level of technical rock racing abilities without compromise in either 
category. It’s powered by a 3150KV 4-pole brushless motor which 
provides the perfect amount of torque and speed. The long can design 
provides a massive amount of power, especially when powered by 
3S. Precision machined aluminum shocks are standard equipment and 
deliver smooth suspension movement for consistent handling. 

It’s as serious as you want it to be, with true fun 
factor characteristics that make it a blast to drive. 
The Yeti™, dirt’s new friend.

RECENT HOT RELEASE NOW IN-STOCK
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RECENT HOT RELEASE NOW IN-STOCK

UNLEASH THE SPEED AND POWER OF THE GRANITE BLX!

Whether it’s blasting across the parking lot or 
thrashing through mud and dirt, the GRANITE BLX  
is a force to be reckoned with!

From the Experts:
With its high-quality aluminum and composite components, the 
GRANITE BLX is the unbeatable combination of performance and fun! 
The sturdy suspension arms, all-metal diff and waterproof electronics 
are just some of the features that add durability — while the BLX 
brushless power system and lower center of gravity deliver speed and 
handling that other Ready-To-Run monster trucks just can’t match!

Long story short...

 ❚ One of the lowest centers of gravity in the Monster 
Truck class, for unrivalled handling on a wide range 
of surfaces

 ❚ The factory fitted BLX waterproof ESC can handle 
high-capacity 3S LiPo power with ease

 ❚ All-metal differential and waterproof radio box help 
keep you in the action, and off of the work bench

 ❚ Scale ride height gives the GRANITE BLX almost 2” 
of ground clearance; a short wheelbase maximizes 
steering capability

 ❚ Experience awesome traction on all surfaces with 
dBoots off-road tires

 ❚ The quick-access slipper clutch makes fine tuning  
a breeze

 ❚ Confident control is courtesy of an ATX100 2.4GHz 
transmitter with ARX100 receiver

ARAD52** GRANITE BLX 1/10 Scale 
2WD Electric Monster Truck RTR
Length: 16.5 in (420 mm)
Width: 13.5 in (342 mm)
Height: 7.87 in (200 mm)
Weight: 74 oz (2.1 kg)
Wheelbase: 11.3 in (287 mm)
Ground Clearance: 1.97 in (50 mm)

®

*with 3S LiPo battery and higher gearing.

Ready-To-Run 1/10 Scale 2WD Brushless Electric Monster Truck
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RECENT HOT RELEASE NOW IN-STOCK

®

SET YOUR SIGHTS ON SHORT COURSE SUCCESS!
   Short course racing is one of the most exciting forms of R/C 
competition — with high-performance trucks battling it out in 
close quarters in the turns and dueling fender-to-fender down 
the straightaways — and ARRMA has the short course truck 
that can take it as well as dish it out! 
   The SENTON 6S BLX is a brushless beast that’s bent on 
conquering the competition. It stands up to the most extreme 
racing action, and can reach speeds of 60+ mph when equipped 
with a 6S LiPo battery. With its ARRMA pedigree, the SENTON 
6S is designed to be one tough truck!

A long list of quality features!
 ❚ 6S LiPo-ready* for blistering speeds

 ❚ Fully waterproof electronics to take on any terrain in 
any conditions

 ❚ Tunable suspension

 ❚ Metal-geared servo with 208 oz/in of torque with an 
incredible speed of .12/60º

 ❚ Three geared differentials that are lightweight and 
easily accessible

 ❚ A battery that can be positioned for perfect balance

 ❚ Heavy-duty drivetrain with fully sealed gearboxes and 
front CVDs

 ❚ Super-tough 5mm aluminum shock towers with 
multiple mounting holes

 ❚ Reinforced suspension hangers with inboard hinge pins 
that are less likely to pop out

 ❚ Newly designed roll cage and tower

 ❚ Side-impact bumpers

 ❚ Easy access to the 2050kV motor, 180A ESC and  
ADS-1517 servo, with clips that eliminate tangled wires

*LiPo battery and charger not included.

The SENTON 6S’s race-tested 
geometry includes oil-filled big 
bore aluminum shocks, pivot 
balls, durable arms and links and 
adjustable camber and toe-in.

ARAD83** SENTON 6S BLX 1/10 Scale Brushless 
4WD Short Course Truck RTR 
Length: 22.0 in (560 mm)
Width: 11.6 in (295 mm)
Height: 7.67 (195 mm)
Wheelbase: 12.5-12.67 in (318-322 mm)
Weight: 27 oz (3.6 kg)
Requires: 4-6 Cell LiPo, charger and AA batteries

Get behind the wheel of the SENTON 6S BLX, 
and get ready for all-out speed, handling and 
excitement!

From the Experts:
Competitive racing doesn’t get more realistic than the SENTON 6S! 
With well-engineered components underneath a stylish body, this 4WD 
captures the thrills of short course racing like no other R/C truck, and it’s 
ready for action virtually right out of the box. Drop in a 6S LiPo battery, 
and you’ll definitely satisfy your need for speed!

Long story short...

*Maximum speed achievable with recommended 
gears and 6S LiPo battery.

*
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A SMART CHOICE FOR ANY PILOT

 ❚ The WISE Flight Stabilization System 
helps your Sensei FS maintain a safe flying 
attitude, so you can focus on flying without 
worrying about crashing

 ❚ You get everything you need with the RTF, 
including a quality Tactic TTX610 6-channel 
radio system and SLT receiver, LiPo flight 
battery and charger

 ❚ Fly the Rx-R version with your transmitter 
and receiver

 ❚ Flight-ready with minor screw-together 
assembly (no gluing); all onboard gear is 
already in place

 ❚ A hatch in the top of the plane provides 
easy access to the battery 

 ❚ Beginner — the Sensei FS maintains a 
gentle bank and climb/descent envelope, 
with the pilot able to return the plane 
to straight and level flight by simply 
releasing the sticks

 ❚ Intermediate —  pilots will be able to fly 
with increased freedom, while still having 
the stick release function to fall back on

 ❚ Advanced — once pilots are comfortable 
with the basics, they can fly on their own 
without limits, but still with the benefits 
of gyro stabilization

 ❚ Bailout Switch — extra insurance 
that immediately returns the Sensei 
FS to straight and level flight from any 
orientation, in any of the 3 modes

With the WISE stabilization system mastering 
R/C flight has never been easier — and it works 
with any radio! Just increase or decrease the 
throttle for confident control during takeoffs 
and landings. In the air, three flight modes 
allow you to learn flying skills at your own pace.

Equipped with the innovative WISE 
3-axis stabilization system!

FLZA3030 Sensei FS Electric Trainer w/WISE RTF
FLZA3034 Sensei FS Electric Trainer w/WISE Rx-R
Wingspan: 58 in (1475 mm) 
Weight: 3.2 lbs (1450 g) 
Length: 48 in (1220 mm) 
Rx-R requires: radio and receiver with 4-5 
channels; 2100-2200mAh 11.1V LiPo battery; 
compatible charger
RTF requires: nothing!

Your success is guaranteed!
The Sensei FS RTF is such a great way to learn to fly that it comes with 
a guarantee! Simply train at an AMA-chartered club with a qualified, 
club-designated instructor. If you crash before successfully learning to 
fly, we’ll repair or replace your Sensei FS RTF...FREE! See your instruction 
manual for details.

The tail section aligns itself 
automatically and is secured 
with just one screw.

Includes the versatile 
Star™ Plug!

Operate the “drop-door” 
from the 5th channel of 
your radio for in-flight 
deployment of a parachute 
or other creative payloads!

RECENT HOT RELEASE NOW IN-STOCK

The wing halves slide together 
onto a tube and are secured 
with two bolts.

Learning to fly has never been so easy or so much 
fun, thanks to the Sensei FS!

From the Experts:
The Sensei FS electric trainer takes learning to fly to new levels of ease and 
excitement. The innovative WISE 3-axis stabilization system is just like having a 
flight instructor standing right next to you, ready to instantly take over if you lose 
control. A powerful brushless motor delivers the performance necessary for sport 
aerobatics as your skills improve, and the “drop-door” feature lets you deliver a 
“payload” of your choosing! 

Long story short...
®

™

™

™

Electric Trainer w/WISE Flight Stabilization System
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Get your Ominus FPV today...and see how exciting 
flying can be from a first-person point of view!

From the Experts:
With the Ominus FPV, you not only see your flight through a Wi-Fi-enabled digital 
camera - you can operate it using your smartphone or other mobile device*. All 
you need is your smartphone and the FPVCam app - an app you can download 
free of charge from Google Play™ or the Apple App StoreSM; everything else is 
included. It’s easy to fly indoors or out, and amazingly aerobatic even when the 
camera is attached.
*Smartphone or other mobile device required for FPV flight; not included. Compatible with smartphones and other mobile devices for 
Apple or Android. Requires FPVCam app, available as a free download from the App Store and Google Play. Apple and the Apple logo 
are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Android™ and Google 
Play are trademarks of Google Inc. Wi-Fi® and Wi-Fi Alliance are registered trademarks of the Wi-Fi Alliance.

Long story short...

SEE FLIGHT FROM A NEW POINT OF VIEW!

›  Q200 radio with four flight modes for tailoring 
performance to your skill level, plus an auto-
flip button, a single button for video and still 
photography, auto-linking and digital trims

›  Wi-Fi-enabled high-definition digital camera with 
1280 x 720 resolution and a 328 feet (100-meter*) 
range

›  Taps your smartphone’s capabilities to: provide a 
first-person view of your flight; turn camera on and 
off; adjust brightness; replay or delete videos; edit or 
delete photos - even manage data storage

› 700mAh 35C LiPo battery provides 10-12 minutes of  
    flight time - and recharges from any handy USB port 

*Maximum range. Assumes unobstructed view and “clean” radio environment.

DIDE02** Ominus FPV Quadcopter RTF
Diagonal Length: 9.4 in (238 mm)
Weight: 4.2 oz (120 g)
Requires: smartphone or other device for 
Android or Apple & FPVCam app

The Ominus FPV comes with 
all this:

› Assembled airframe with finished   
 body and color-coded LEDs

› Wi-Fi-enabled, HD digital FPV camera

› Micro memory card and card reader 

› Smartphone holder with sun shade

›  Interference-free Q200 2.4GHz  
radio system

› Rechargeable 1S LiPo battery  
 & USB charger

› (4) “AA” batteries

› Extra set of blades

› Double-sided camera  
 mounting tape

Control your camera with your smartphone!
With the Ominus FPV, you don’t need to buy a separate viewscreen or expensive 
headset. Simply download the FPVCam app, put your smartphone into the holder, and 
you have a sharply focused, first-person view of your flight. The Ominus includes a 
micro memory card and card reader, but you can also download photos and videos 
directly to your smartphone for sharing with friends or posting to your favorite social 
media sites. 

RECENT HOT RELEASE NOW IN-STOCK

Ready-To-Fly Quadcopter 
w/First Person View

™

™
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Do flips, rolls and more mild-to-wild maneuvers 
with the nano-sized Proto-X SLT quadcopter!

From the Experts:
Toss the Proto-X SLT Nano Quad in the air, and Auto-Upright  Technology 
keeps it level — even beginners can fly it with complete success! Secure 
Link Technology provides pilots with a robust connection for ultra-precise 
control — plus compatibility with select radios featuring the SLT protocol. 
And its cool looks are enhanced by 6 LEDs!

Long story short...

 ❚ Flies in any open indoor area

 ❚ The triple-axis, three-accelerometer gyro 
features an Auto-Upright system for self-
correcting flight that keeps the Proto-X 
SLT stable in any flight condition

 ❚ The 2.4GHz controller links only to 
your aircraft, so multiple aircraft can fly 
together

 ❚ Link your Proto-X SLT to its 2.4GHz radio 
using the WaveLink™ feature. Just wave 
the heli to link!

 ❚ Comes with a USB charger and four spare 
rotor blades; just add four “AAA” batteries

 ❚ The included 3.7V 100mAh LiPo battery 
features charge and discharge protection

 ❚ Lights add to the fun when flying in the 
dark

 ❚ The colorful body is designed for easy 
LiPo battery installation and replacement

 ❚ With SLT protocol built-in, pilots can 
fly this cool quadcopter with popular 
radio systems like the Tactic® TTX650 
(TACJ2650)

ESTE49** Proto-X SLT Nano Quadcopter RTF
Dimensions: 1.8 x 1.8 in (45 x 45 mm)
Weight: 0.4 oz (11.5 g)
Requires: 4 “AAA” batteries

SO MUCH FUN AND TECHNOLOGY IN SUCH A LITTLE QUADCOPTER!

™
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®

The newest upgrades, the best features, the surest way to 
succeed in R/C flight — all of this and more make RF7.5 the 
top choice for flight simulation!

From the Experts:
Every year RealFlight is far and away R/C’s best-selling flight simulator — and 
RF7.5 raises the bar even higher! A wireless SLT interface, Tactic TTX610 radio and 
more user-friendly Aircraft Editor are just some of the technical enhancements 
you’ll find. If you like multi-rotor aircraft, RF7.5 has them — and they fly just as 
realistically as the actual models, thanks to meticulous refinements to the physics 
technology. And RF7.5 still has all of the extraordinary features that have made it 
the #1 seller for over 15 years!

Long story short...

THE FLIGHT SIM THAT GETS IT RIGHT! CHOOSE THE RF7.5 EDITION THAT FITS THE WAY YOU WANT TO FLY:

No other R/C simulator captures R/C flying as 
completely and accurately as RF7.5! Among RF7.5’s 
innovations: a wireless transmitter interface; 
RealPhysics™ for multi-rotor aircraft; several new 
multi-rotor designs to fly, and much more. RF7.5 
makes learning and honing R/C flying skills easy 
and fun, and because it’s so true to life, you’ll fly 
confidently and instinctively at the field!

R/C Flight Sim

 ❚ A total of over 140 aircraft, 
encompassing all types of 
airplanes and helis

 ❚ Over 40 flying sites to explore, 
in both PhotoField™ and 3D

 ❚ Game-like Challenges

 ❚ RealPhysics™ 3D

 ❚ TrueView™ realistic lighting

 ❚ Reset/Rewind on the InterLink 
Elite controller

 ❚ Multiplayer and MultiMode

 ❚ Onscreen camera controls

 ❚ Water takeoffs and landings

 ❚ Night flying

 ❚ Welcome Screen

 ❚ Real Rendering™

 ❚ AccuModel aircraft editor

 ❚ FlexiField™ flying site editor

 ❚ Wind Dynamics

 ❚ Blade stop autorotations

 ❚ Unlimited combat with any 
weaponry

Multi-Rotor Physics
Multi-rotor aircraft is the hottest category in R/C, and RF7.5 
has a dozen different models for you to choose from! 

Scavenger Hunt Challenge
Test your piloting skills using multi-rotor 
aircraft. Score points and complete stages 
to unlock more difficult levels! 

“Ghost Run” Feature
Reach personal bests competing against 
“ghosted” images of previous flights — 
available on all Challenges!

Wireless SLT Transmitter Interface
Use the same SLT transmitter you take to the field! 
It’s wireless, so you’re not tethered to your PC!

™

RF7.5 still offers all this, and so much more:

GPMZ4520  RF7.5 w/InterLink Elite Controller Mode 2
GPMZ4524  RF7.5 w/Wireless SLT Interface
GPMZ4525  RF7.5 w/Transmitter Interface
GPMZ4526  RF7.5 w/TTX610 Transmitter & Wireless SLT Interface
GPMZ4528  RF7.5 Software Upgrade from RealFlight G4 and Above

To see everything RF7.5 has 
to offer, visit realflight.com!

®

™

InterLink Elite 
Controller Edition 

Tactic TTX610 
Radio EditionWireless SLT 

Transmitter 
Interface Edition Transmitter 

Interface Edition

FREE!
Software Upgrade is available FOR PURCHASE for 
those that have G4 through RF6.5.  A download is 
available for free only to those that already have RF7.

New for RF7.5:
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BLAST ACROSS THE BAYOU!

Ready-to-Run Brushless Airboat

 ❚ 1800kV outrunner brushless motor

 ❚ Waterproof, air-cooled 50A ESC w/Star™ Plug

 ❚ Tactic 3-channel 2.4GHz SLT radio included

 ❚ The battery tray is sized to accommodate a 3S LiPo pack

Power across water and land with style, at the 
controls of the Cajun Commander airboat!

From the Experts:
The Cajun Commander arrives decked out with dynamic detail and scale realism! 
Made of durable ABS plastic, the high-performance flat bottom hull provides 
incredible stability for exciting maneuvers on water, snow or dry grass. Just add 
batteries and a charger, and you’re ready to go!  

Long story short...

AQUB5722 Cajun Commander 
Brushless Airboat RTR
Length: 27.5 in (699 mm)
Beam: 14.5 in (368 mm)
Height: 12.5 in (318 mm)
Weight: 4.6 lb (2.1 kg)
Requires: 11.1V 2200-5000mAh LiPo 
battery, charger, 6 “AA” batteries

®

The Cajun Commander is packed 
with realistic scale details, 
including a replica V-8 engine 
complete with headers, an air 
cleaner and exhaust system.

The extra-tough metal propeller 
cage comes factory-painted for 
ultimate convenience.

Made of durable ABS plastic, the 
high-performance flat bottom hull 
provides the stability boaters need to 
pull off exciting maneuvers on water, 
snow or dry grass. The unique camo 
trim scheme is printed directly onto 
the plastic for lasting looks.  
Prolonged operation on abrasive surfaces will 
damage the hull.

 A 12-piece LED spotlight system 
arrives factory-installed, and 
requires only two “AA” batteries.

Add even more scale detail with these 3D 
printable files:
• Duck call        • Foot rest        • Gun rack

Visit aquacraftmodels.com for 3D printable 
files and updates.

RECENT HOT RELEASE NOW IN-STOCK

™
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LIGHTER IN WEIGHT, FOR FASTER FINISHES!

®

Factory Team upgraded 
ball bearing kit and 
titanium turnbuckles

Lightweight aluminum 
front axle/hex adapter 
and larger front wheel 
bearing

This Factory Lite version optimizes the platform of the 
hugely popular RC10B5M to excel in classes requiring 
spec motors. It’s also ideal for track conditions where 
the racer can take full advantage of the performance 
edge realized by the kit’s reduced weight.

V2 12mm Big Bore 
threaded aluminum 
shocks with 3mm shafts 
and updated O-rings

Lightweight, hard-anodized 
aluminum chassis with 
centralized mass and  
mid-motor position to 
improve handling on  
high-grip off-road tracks

Aluminum rear ball stud 
mount for added strength

Aluminum rear 
clamping drive hexes 
with laser etching

Heavy-duty ball cups and ball 
studs allow for maximum 
suspension travel while 
reducing binding and friction

New 3-gear transmission 
for lower rotating mass 
and extra acceleration, 
with a lightweight V2 
aluminum top shaft 
included

2WD Mid Motor Electric 
Competition Buggy Kit

ASCD9000 
RC10B5M Factory Lite Kit
Length: 15.2 in (385 mm)
Width: *
Weight: *
Wheelbase: 11.0-11.1 in (280-282 mm)
*Final width and weight will vary with the actual 
electronics and tires used.

 ❚ Lightweight, hard-anodized aluminum chassis with 
centralized mass and mid-motor position to improve 
handling on high-grip off-road tracks

 ❚ Chassis fits ROAR-approved 2S saddle and short 
packs using optional foam insert

 ❚ V2 12 mm Big Bore threaded aluminum shocks with 
3 mm shafts and updated O-rings

 ❚ New 3-gear transmission for lower rotating mass and 
extra acceleration, with a lightweight V2 aluminum 
top shaft included

 ❚ Heavy-duty rear axle for added strength

 ❚ Lightweight aluminum front axle/hex adapter and 
larger front wheel bearing

 ❚ Factory Team upgraded ball bearing kit and titanium 
turnbuckles

 ❚ Aluminum rear clamping hex 

 ❚ Heavy-duty ball cups and ball studs allow for 
maximum suspension travel while reducing  
binding and friction

 ❚ Rear hubs feature larger bearings and  
easy-to-adjust camber link position  
and rear toe-in

 ❚ Team Associated B5M clear body  
and wing included
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Products for everyone!

DRIVE THE BEST, LEARN FROM A CHAMPION

“I’m excited to have this opportunity to share my 
experiences with other aspiring drivers. After 22 years of 
racing R/C cars and learning from our industry leaders, 
now it’s my turn to teach the next generation of racers.”
—  Travis Amezcua        
 Team Durango North American     
 Technical Representative

Travis will be sharing his passion for — and expertise with — 
Team Durango’s exciting new lineup at races and venues all 
across the country in the coming months. Look for him at your 
local track, or email him at tamezcua@team-durango.com, for 
tips on driving, setups, maintenance and hop-up options for 
your Team Durango ride. Visit team-durango.com to see videos 
featuring Travis’ race-winning exploits. And stay tuned for more 
news on how your local racing scene will benefit greatly from 
Team Durango Trackside Representatives!

Travis Amezcua is here for you!
For years he’s been an R/C racing legend — and as Team 
Durango’s North American Technical Representative, Travis 
Amezcua wants to help you get the most out of your R/C 
experience. He is a long-standing Team Durango member, 
with much success racing a wide variety of Team Durango 
vehicles at the highest levels of competition. Working from 
his southern California base, Travis will be traveling around 
the U.S., bringing top-notch trackside support to local club 
racers, Team Durango fans and R/C car dealers.

Questions? Opinions? Suggestions? 
Bring them on!
In addition to passing on what he’s learned, Travis 
is looking forward to answering your questions, 
hearing what you have to say about Team Durango 
vehicles and gaining insight into what is happening 
at local tracks. He will be working closely with Field 
Communications Manager Brad Brucker to gather and 
relay feedback to Team Durango engineers. Travis will 
also be scouting for new racing talent in all classes, 
building a base of local drivers who will contribute to 
the design and development of future Team Durango 
products.

TRAVIS RAVES ABOUT THE NEW TEAM 
DURANGO LINEUP...AND SO WILL YOU!
Travis is pumped about taking on the competition 
with the DNX8 nitro buggy — which shares many 
innovations with Team Durango’s electric kits. Look 
for them at your favorite R/C hobby retailer and join 
the winning team!

1/8 Scale 4WD 
Nitro Buggy Kit
TDRC0211

1/8 Scale 4WD 
Electric Buggy Kit
TDRC0302

1/8 Scale 4WD 
Electric Truggy Kit
TDRC0402

®

1/10 Scale 4WD Electric 
Short Course Truck Kit
TDRC0142
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BASH WITH THE BEST, AND RACE TO WIN!
 ❚ BLX brushless power systems

 ❚ 6S LiPo battery compatible, right out of the box

 ❚ Fully waterproof electronics

 ❚ Premium lightweight anodized aluminum parts

 ❚ Super-tough steel and composite components

 ❚ 2.4GHz radio transmitter and receiver

These models boast impressive standard equipment!

FEATUREDMANUFACTURER FEATUREDMANUFACTURER

For the ultimate in fun, check out ARRMA’s 1/8 scale BLX 
Series machines. These awesome, affordable off-roaders 
conquer any conditions with tough-as-nails durability 
and insane speeds — and because they’re Ready-To-Run 
you can go straight from the box to kicking up dirt and 
competing with your friends!

®

1/8 Scale Brushless 4WD Speed Truggy RTR

1/8 Scale Brushless 4WD Speed Buggy RTR

1/8 Scale Brushless 4WD Speed Monster RTR

1/8 Scale Brushless 4WD Short Course Truck RTR
*Maximum speed achievable with recommended 
gears and 6S LiPo battery.

*Terms Apply - Download 
Welcome Pack for Details

*

ARAD82**

ARAD83**

ARAD80**

ARAD81**
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1/25 FAST AND FURIOUS™ HONDA® CIVIC® SI COUPE
The super-sport import

Staying one step ahead of the law isn’t easy but in the high octane world of Fast and 
Furious, cars like the nimble Honda Civic Si Coupe help keep you out in front. This limited 
production hi-performance coupe gets the standout crime crew around in style and at 
speed. Get your slice of the action with this cool kit! It features three different wheel 
design options, optional front and rear bumpers, plus chrome plated parts and soft black 
tires.

85-4331 RMXS4331 Total Parts: 106 Skill Level: 2 Length: 7 in (178 mm)

1/32 P-51B MUSTANG
Stalking Nazi skies

North American Aviation designed the P-51 Mustang to fill a Lend-Lease order from the 
British. With their supercharged Rolls-Royce engines, these aircraft achieved incredible 
range and speed. Through hard fights and attrition they came to dominate the skies over 
Europe, escorting bomber groups into the heart of Nazi-occupied territory. They fought 
in every theatre of WWII and continued in service with dozens of countries for decades 
thereafter. Kit features a detailed V-12 engine, seated pilot figure, multi-part canopy, and 
decals for two versions.

85-5535 RMXS5535 Total Parts: 64 Skill Level: 2 Length: 11.9 in (302 mm)
    Wingspan: 13.6 in (345 mm)
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If you dream it, you can design it on this Easy to 
Assemble basic rocket!

Long story short...

NEWPRODUCT

Generic Genius
Spring to the sky!

Generic E2X
Decorate to your delight 
Max. Altitude: 1100 ft (335 m) 
Height: 13.5 in (34.3 cm)
Diameter: .98 in (25 mm) 
Weight: 1.3 oz (36.9 g)
Recommended Engine: 1/2A6-2, A8-3 (First 
Flight), A8-5, B4-4, B6-4, B6-6, C6-5, C6-7
Skill Level: E2X
ESTT2008

No paint or special tools 
are required. Parts are 
pre-colored and easy to 
assemble. Just glue together, 
apply decals and attach the 
recovery system. 

®

Includes:
 ❚ Plastic fins

 ❚ Plastic nose cone

 ❚ Recovery parachute

 ❚ Self-stick decals

Requires:
 ❚ Engines

 ❚ Starters

 ❚ Recovery wadding

 ❚ Launch pad

 ❚ Launch controller
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REVELL OF GERMANY®

1/32 SHERMAN M4A1 “SCREAMING MIMI”
Smash the landscape

Sherman tanks were noted for their efficiency and reliability, but not necessarily their 
power. To address this deficiency, many different weapons were mounted on the basic 
Sherman. One of the most psychologically devastating of these was the Sherman 
‘Calliope’. The T-34 ‘Calliope’ mounted sixty 4.5” rockets in tubes above the tank. Though 
not particularly accurate, these fin-stabilized rockets, when fired en masse, created one 
heck of a mess downrange. Kit features a Sherman you can build with or without the 
launcher, as well as a driver and two crewmen figures.

85-7863 MONS7863 Total Parts: 133 Skill Level: 2 Length: 7.25 in (184mm)
    

1/72 SET BATTLE OF WATERLOO, 1815
June 18,1815 - June 18, 2015

Two hundred years after the last gun fell silent, the Battle of Waterloo is still one of the 
most famous armed conflicts in history. This final struggle decisively ended Napoleon’s 
dream of a revived French empire aligned behind him. Despite the crushing nature of 
the defeat, the battle was actually extraordinarily close, with several moments where 
the outcome could have been changed dramatically. This kit features 107 figures with 
which you can reconstruct a portion of the legendary Battle of Waterloo, just in time for 
the 200th anniversary!

02450 RVLS2450 Total Parts: 126 parts, 107 figures 

1/35 WWI GERMAN, FRENCH, BRITISH INFANTRY SET
The single greatest waste of modern times

Millions of young men fought in mud-filled, blasted trenches from Belgium, to Russia, 
to Gallipoli from 1914 to 1918. The first, rapid advance of the German Army was halted 
outside Paris and British, French, German, and Austrian troops settled in for a war of 
attrition. Millions, soldiers and civilians, perished in what historians describe as the 
greatest catastrophe of the 20th century. Now, reconstruct 1914 with these British, 
French, and German infantry. They feature period equipment and uniforms, authentic 
poses, and finely detailed faces.

02451 RVLS2451 Total Parts: 451 parts, 12 figures

1/72 M60 A3
Armored artillery

Designed in 1960, the M60 was still taking it to the enemies of the United States in 1991. 
This 50+ ton beast was the US answer to Soviet tanks which were rapidly adding more 
armor and larger guns. The 105mm rifled gun of the M60 was a devastating tool and, 
when coupled with the laser rangefinder and ballistic computer of the A3 version, made 
for a truly lethal tank. In wars throughout the Middle East, the M60 has proven that it 
is capable of knocking out virtually anything. Kit features traversing turret and cupola, 
injection-molded tracks and four sets of decals.

03140 RVLS3140 Total Parts: 183 Skill Level: 4 Length: 5.2 in (131 mm)
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1/32 FOCKE-WULF FW190 F-8
Higher, faster, more lethal

Designed with an improved compressor to add to the type’s speed at low altitudes, the F8 
version of the Focke-Wulf Fw 190 was one more attempt by the Germans to extend the 
service life of their most favored airframe. Despite the improvements and the technical 
superiority of the F8, the tide of the air war was rapidly turning against Germany by 
the time the F8 was introduced. As millions of tons of bombs rained across the German 
industrial heartland, fewer and fewer new aircraft made it to the front lines.

04869 RVLS4869 Total Parts: 230 Skill Level: 5 Length: 11.1 (282 mm)
    Wingspan: 12.9 (327 mm)

1/48 AC-47D GUNSHIP
Shredding and soaring
Close air support is tricky—maintaining speed, accuracy, and target saturation is difficult 
in a dangerous combat environment. One of the most effective close air support aircraft 
in history was the AC-47D Gunship. The ruggedly constructed, WWII-era, AC-47D could 
absorb an inordinate amount of punishment and its low flying speed allowed it to loiter 
over targets. Its armament was 3 miniguns—enough firepower to pour out nearly four 
hundred pounds of lead in one minute. Kit features detailed cockpit and navigation/
radio room, optional open cargo door, rotating props, detailed engines, ammo boxes, 3 
miniguns, flare dispensers, and two sets of decals.

04926 RVLS4926 Total Parts: 118 Skill Level: 4 Length: 15.9 (404 mm)   
    Wingspan: 23.6 in (601 mm)

1/48 BELL AH-1W SUPERCOBRA
Heavy hitting heli

For taking out highly mobile armored targets, there’s nothing better than a SuperCobra. 
Tanks and APCs are their favored prey. These lethal machines are a virtual whirlwind of 
destruction, equipped with a three-barreled 20mm cannon, rockets, TOW, Hellfire, and 
Sidewinder missiles, plus a suite of powerful electronics. Many AH-1W SuperCobras 
have been upgraded to the AH-1Z variant standard, but the SuperCobra, a mainstay of 
the USMC since 1986, is not going anywhere. Kit features twin rotor blades, detailed 
cockpit, moving rotors, weapons, sensors, and three decal sets.

04943 RVLS4943 Total Parts: 128 Skill Level: 4 Length: 11.3 in (288 mm)
    Wingspan: 12 in (306 mm)

1/125 GERMAN SUBMARINE U-47 WITH INTERIOR
Gone without a trace

Revell Germany brings one of the greatest mysteries of the sea to light with their model 
of U-47. Amongst the most successful of Germany’s WWII submarines, the U-47 sunk 
a British battleship along with tens of thousands of tons of merchant shipping before 
quietly and mysteriously disappearing in 1941. No trace of the vessel was ever found and 
no Allied warships claimed her sinking. Kit features detailed, open interior, torpedoes, 
instrument panel, diesel engines, sleeping quarters, crew figures, detailed conning tower, 
88mm deck gun, and full decals for U-47.

05060 RVLS5060 Total Parts: 124 Skill Level: 4 Length: 20.9 in (531 mm)
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1/24 BMW® Z1
A dream on wheels

Created as a concept car in 1986, the BMW Z1 was greeted with rapturous enthusiasm 
at the 1987 Frankfurt IAA. The doors of this unusual sports car attracted great attention 
because they slid down into the bodywork. The Z1 had a 170 hp 6-cylinder engine that 
delivered a top speed of 225 kmph. Despite initial popularity, by June 1991 only 8000 in 
total had been built. The success of the Z1 made the car into the trailblazer for a veritable 
tidal wave of roadsters. Kit features detailed bodywork and interior, multi-part engine, 
and authentic decals.

07361 RVLS7361 Total Parts: 104 Skill Level: 4 Length: 6.6 in (167 mm)

1/72 TIGER I/PANTHER G VS. SHERMAN/CHAFFEE COMBO
Recreate the Allies’ Rhine crossing

During the final days of World War II, Allied troops crossed the Rhine in order to complete 
their invasion of western Germany. The Allies took control of the last remaining Rhine 
bridge, Remagen, on March 7, 1945. Of course, the Allies’ success was made possible 
by the M4A3E8 Sherman and M24 Chaffee. This limited edition kit combo features four 
1/72 tank kits: 1. Tiger I, 2. Panther G, 3. M4A3E8 Sherman and 4. M24 Chaffee, each with 
markings representing each tank as it appeared in Western Europe, circa March 1945.

30035 (Limited Edition) HSGS0035 (Includes 4 Kits) Total Parts: 69/66/84/73 Skill Level: 3 

EGGPLANE F-15 EAGLE “JASDF 60TH ANNIVERSARY  
PART 2” COMBO
Soaring into the stratosphere
The F-15 Eagle stands apart from most contemporary fighters, thanks to its improved 
avionics support, AN/APG-63(V)1 radar and AAM-4 missile capabilities. Today, the JASDF 
has a fleet of 165 F-15J Eagles, complemented by an additional, smaller fleet of 48 F-15DJ 
two-seat trainers. In honor of the JASDF’s sixtieth anniversary, select F-15Js were 
decorated with a special, commemorative livery. This limited edition kit combo features 
two sets of special 60th anniversary decals.

60511 (Limited Edition) HSGS0511 (2 Kits) Total Parts: 21 x 2 Skill Level: 3 
    

1/72 POLIKARPOV I-153 FINNISH AIR FORCE COMBO
Finnish first and second!

Designed by the Soviet Union in the lead up to WWII, the Polikarpov I-153 was one of the 
world’s last successful biplane fighters. They combined the tremendous maneuverability 
of all biplanes with high speeds and four machine guns. Thousands were produced and 
ten made their way into Finnish hands where they were used against their creators. 
Finnish Air Force pilots flying their Soviet-built I-153s claimed numerous Soviet aircraft 
during WWII. Limited edition kit combo features two sets of Finnish Airforce decals.

02144 (Limited Edition) HSGS2144 (2 Kits) Total Parts: 76 x 2 Skill Level: 3 
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1/72 MV-22B OSPREY “JMSDF”
The future of flight

The MV-22B Osprey has defied convention from day one. Although it flies like a heli, 
the Osprey cruises with the speed and range of a turboprop plane. Their speed, range, 
and carrying capacity makes them perfect for the JMSDF and the Japanese Ministry of 
Defense approved procurement of seventeen. It is estimated that Japan will have a total 
of seventeen Ospreys by 2019. This limited edition kit features one marking option: 1. 
JMSDF 51st SQ. Code: 61 (8461) Atsugi AB (imaginary marking).

02146 (Limited Edition) HSGS2146 Total Parts: 140 Skill Level: 3 

1/72 SCALE F-4EJ PHANTOM II JASDF 60TH 
ANNIVERSARY
Six decades of superiority
For sixty years now, ever since the end of WWII, the JASDF has been responsible for 
defending Japanese airspace. For forty of those years, Phantoms have been on the front 
lines. Their armament, speed and maneuverability still make the Phantom II a dire threat 
to modern aircraft after forty years in service. In addition, the airframe’s versatility allows 
it to accomplish many types of missions, making it essential for smaller air forces like the 
JASDF. Limited Edition Kit Features decals for JASDF 60 year anniversary special marking 
Code: 301 (17-8301) Gifu A.B. Nov. 2014.

02147 (Limited Edition) HSGS2147 Total Parts: 117 Skill Level: 3 

1/72 LOCKHEED MARTIN® F-35A LIGHTNING II JASDF
The fighter of the future

In years to come, aerial warfare will change as more sophisticated weapons emerge. 
The F-35 is an airframe intended to counter improvements in detection and engagement 
systems. It is a multi-role fighter designed with stealth capabilities which are intended 
to improve its survivability in a world swarming with SAM batteries. Over one hundred 
have already rolled off production lines and into training units in the US and abroad. More 
than forty have been ordered by Japan for an ‘in-service’ of 2016. Kit features decals for 
JASDF ADTW Code: 301 (77-8301) Gifu A.B. (imaginary marking).

02148 HSGS2148 Total Parts: 68 Skill Level: 3 

1/72 F-15J EAGLE “204SQ 50TH ANNIVERSARY”
Fifty years in flight

Improved avionics, specialized air-to-air missiles and a AN/APG-63(v)1 radar make the 
F-15J Eagle one of the most powerful birds in the air. The JASDF fields a fleet of over 
200 F-15Js. Many of those fighters are part of the 204th Squadron which operates out of 
Naha Airbase in Okinawa. To honor fifty years of defending Japanese airspace, a F-15J 
Eagle was decked out in this special regalia. Limited edition kit features special 50 year 
anniversary decal for 83rd AG, 204th SQ Code: 920 (02-8920) Naha AB Dec., 2014.

02153 (Limited Edition) HSGS2153 Total Parts: 138 Skill Level: 3 
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1/72 AICHI E13A1 TYPE ZERO (JAKE) “LIGHT 
CRUISER YAHAGI”
The catapult- and float-equipped favorite

Nicknamed “Jake” by the Allies, the Aichi E13A floatplane made long-range recon 
possible for the IJN throughout World War II. The Light Cruiser Yahagi had two E13A1s 
and a catapult as part of its extensive arsenal. This limited edition kit features a 
catapult, plus one marking option: 1. IJN 2nd Fleet, 2nd Torpedo Sq., Light Cruiser Yahagi,  
Code: 220-01, 220-02, April 1945.

02154 (Limited Edition) HSGS2154 Total Parts: 93 Skill Level: 3 

1/24 LANCIA STRATOS HF “1977 MONTE CARLO RALLY”
The “HF” stands for “High Fidelity”

The Lancia Stratos HF remains one of the most iconic World Rally Championship vehicles 
ever to hit the track. In addition to Monte Carlo Rally victories in 1975, 1976 and 1977, 
the Lancia Stratos HF also scored championship titles in 1974, 1975 and 1976. During the 
1977 Monte Carlo Rally, Christine Dacremont earned a sixth-place finish for Team Esso 
Aseptogyl. This limited edition kit features markings for the 1977 Monte Carlo Rally, Car 
No. 14, 6th place driver, Christine Dacremont.

20268 (Limited Edition) HSGS2268 Total Parts: 145 Skill Level: 3 

1/48 F6F-5 HELLCAT “THE REVENGE THAT WAS 
BURIED IN THE MOUNTAIN”
A must for manga enthusiasts
The F6F-5 Hellcat’s speed, armor and impressive armament made it the U.S. Navy’s 
favorite Pacific Theater fighter plane. Manga artist Leiji Matsumoto’s passion for World 
War II-era aircraft provided the basis for “The Cockpit,” which featured the F6F-5 in “The 
Revenge that Was Buried in the Mountain.” This limited edition kit features the F6F-
5 Hellcat as it appeared in manga creator Leiji Matsumoto’s “The Revenge that Was 
Buried in the Mountain,” from “The Cockpit,” plus two marking options: 1. US Navy Pilot: 
Leichardt, Code: 8 and 2. IJN Pilot: Oyamada.

64715 (Limited Edition) HSGS4715 Total Parts: 98 Skill Level: 3 

1/72 SHIDEN KAI/HIEN/ZERO TYPE 21 KIT COMBO
A true triple threat, mined from manga

If you’re a manga fan, chances are you’re no stranger to the works of Takeshi Nogami. 
“Shidenkai No Maki” – one of Nogami’s craziest creations – features high school girls 
fighting against each other with famous WWII aircraft. Featured warbirds include the 
N1K2-J Shiden Kai, the Ki-61 Hien and the Zero Type 21. This limited edition kit combo 
features three models based on the popular Japanese manga, “Shidenkai No Maki,” 
with markings for 1. Student Pilot Maki Hagoromo, Shiden Kai; 2. Kei Kogarashi, Hien and 
3. Miyabi Amakasu, Zero Fighter Type 21.

64720 (Limited Edition) HSGS4720 (Includes 3 Kits) Total Parts: (per kit): 36/39/46 Skill Level: 3  
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1/48 NAKAJIMA C6N1 SAIUN (MYRT)  
“HIGASHI-KARORIN FG”
The IJN’s “iridescent cloud”
When it came to speed and recon, only the F6F-5 Hellcat could match the Nakajima C6N1. 
This three-seat aircraft was nicknamed the Saiun or “Iridescent Cloud” by Japan, while 
the Allies referred to it as “Myrt.” The C6N1 was a carrier-based aircraft, but since many 
carriers were destroyed by 1945, the IJN deployed them from land bases like Truk Island 
and Ominato. This limited edition kit features two marking options: 1. IJN Higashi-
Karorin NFG, Code: HK-72, Truk Island, Aug. 1945 and 2. IJN Nagoya NFG, Code: Nako-02, 
Ominato, June 1945.

07402 (Limited Edition) HSGS7402 Total Parts: 119 Skill Level: 3 
    

1/32 FW 190D-9 LATE VERSION “JG 2”
The last of the “Long-Nose Doras”

While it was originally designed as a high-altitude heavy bomber, the Fw 190D-9 
proved to be more effective in fighter-versus-fighter and ground-attack missions. JG 2 
(Jagdgeschwader 2) received its first Fw 190D-9s in late 1944. Just before the war’s end, 
all JG 2 pilots were using Fw 190D-9s to advance against the Allies. This limited edition 
kit features new vertical tail wing parts, plus two marking options: 1. Luftwaffe III./JG 
2 Black-6, Germany, May 1945 and 2. Luftwaffe 7./JG 26 Brown-4, Germany, April 1945.

08240 (Limited Edition) HSGS8241 Total Parts: 110 Skill Level: 3 
    

1/72 SHORT STIRLING MK. 1
Big bad bomber

First amongst the four-engined heavy bombers that would rain death on Nazi Germany 
during WWII was the British-built Short Stirling. Designed by the Short Brothers Company 
from scaled-down, four engine air boats, the Short Stirling was capable of carrying 14,000 
lbs of bombs. It had a long range with lighter loads and was heavily defended with 
machine guns. Later aircraft could fly higher and faster, but the Short Stirling was the first 
four-engine to strike for freedom. Kit features photo-etched parts and six sets of decals.

1335 ITAS1335 Total Parts: 350 Skill Level: 5 Length: 14.5 in (369mm)
    

1/72 ANTONOV AN-2
Unbelievable biplane

Many aircraft boast exceptional maneuverability, but few besides the Antonov An-2 can 
actually be flown backwards. Capable of carrying 12 passengers, supplies, paratroopers, 
you name it, the Antonov An-2 flies on a single engine, can be equipped with skis and 
land on unprepared runways with ease. It is the aircraft you want for getting in and out 
of really inhospitable terrain. Over ten thousand of the original were made, but there’s 
only one place to get a really realistic scale model—right here! Kit features decals for 
six versions.

1367 ITAS1367 Total Parts:  Skill Level: 2 Length: 7 in (177mm)
    

®
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1/72 S.E. 5A AND ALBATROS D.III
Dogfight duo

It is 1917, and thousands of feet above the chaos and carnage of the land war raging 
below two fighters soar through the frigid air. For the moment, muffled as they are 
against the prop wash and 100mph winds, the pilots have not yet spotted each other. In a 
moment, machine guns will chatter to life as the British S.E. 5a and German Albatros D.III 
duel to the death. This kit combo features two models with two sets of decals for each.

1374 ITAS1374 Total Parts: 19 & 20 Skill Level: 3 Length: 3.5 and 4 in (89 and 102mm)
    

1/24 PETERBILT 378-119
Highway horse

Designed to move a whole world of material, the Peterbilt 378 is a standout in a long 
line of powerful prime movers. Thousands of semi-trucks ply the roads of the United 
States, but the distinctive Peterbilt 378 does so with a style that is truly unmistakable. Kit 
features an incredibly detailed and authentic Peterbilt 378 with unique decals.

3894 ITAS3894 Total Parts: 335 Skill Level: 3 Length: 12.7 in (322mm)

1/24 REEFER TRAILER
Cool cruising

This latest-generation semitrailer is representative of much of Europe’s on-road haulage 
vehicles. Featuring an efficient braking system, side impact protection, and a considerable 
load capacity, these trailers are used extensively and are produced by at least ten or so 
specialized companies, which provide a comprehensive range of variants to meet the 
specific needs of individual customers.

3904 ITAS3904 Total Parts:  Skill Level: 4 Length: 23.1 in (587mm)
    

1/56 PZ.KPFW. VI TIGER I
Set to shred

Mid-way through the Second World War, the Tiger I rumbled onto the field of battle and 
altered the course of the war. This massive tank was heavily armored and armed with the 
88mm KwK 36, the most powerful tank gun of the day. It was fully capable of taking out 
its contemporary adversaries from two to three times their effective range with relative 
impunity. However, although Tigers could destroy enemy tanks 1on1, the high cost and 
low production of Tigers ensured that numerically equal conflicts were rare. Kit features 
2 sets of decals.

5755 ITAS5755 Total Parts:  Skill Level: 1 Length: 4.2 in (107mm)
    

NEW RELEASES
®
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1/72 NAPOLEON’S GENERAL STAFF
Made for war

Even after two hundred years, the innovations of Napoleon’s command structure are 
relevant to modern war. The intricately organized General Staff of Napoleon’s Grande 
Armée allowed Napoleon to turn the half a million-strong force into a living extension 
of his will. Their mobility and discipline turned the tide of innumerable battles. In the 
General Staff, and in this kit, you will find Napoleon’s aides-de-camp, Marshal Berthier (a 
major general), the Chasseurs a Cheval, the colorfully dressed Mameluks and the emperor 
himself. Kit features plastic figures both mounted and afoot.

6016 ITAS6016 Total Parts:  Skill Level: 1 
    

1/72 NAPOLEONIC WARS PRUSSIAN CAVALRY
Victory through speed

The weaponry and tactics of the Napoleonic Wars made the use of cavalry the decisive 
element in many combats. Though not as famed as the incredibly tenacious Prussian 
infantry, the Prussian Cavalry was instrumental in many victories. Included among these 
victories was the battle at Möckern where a Prussian Cavalry charge forced back French 
infantry and helped open the way to Leipzig. Victory at Leipzig lead directly to Napoleon’s 
first exile. Kit features cavalry models molded in a variety of positions.

6081 ITAS6081 Total Parts:  Skill Level: 1 
    

1/72 BATTLE OF BERLIN, 1945
Rending of the Third Reich

After six years of destructive warfare, the forces of Nazi Germany were on their last legs. 
Shattered remnants of units formed defensive lines in and around Berlin and prepared for 
their last stand. Old men and young boys were conscripted to bulk the ranks. Outnumbered 
by more than three to one and suffering from supply shortages, the German forces were 
broken at every turn by the unstoppable Russians. This set features German and Russian 
artillery, vehicles, and infantry plus a detailed Berlin House.

6112 ITAS6112 Total Parts: 135 Skill Level: 1 
Length: House dimensions: 9.4 x 9.4 x 6.7 in (240 x 240 x 170mm) 

1/72 BERLIN HOUSE
Last ditch defense

Solidly built and arranged in impeccably straight lines, the houses of Berlin became 
fortresses in 1945. As Soviet troops swarmed into the city, snipers, machine gun teams, 
and panzerfaust-toting tank killer teams lurked in the large row houses of Berlin. Deadly 
house-to-house fighting claimed the lives of tens of thousands, but in the end Soviet 
forces obliterated the Nazi defenders and forced a final, unconditional surrender. The 
remaining houses of Berlin would spend decades under Soviet rule. Kit features a 
detailed model Berlin House.

6173 ITAS6173 Total Parts: 51 Skill Level: 3 
Length: House dimensions: 9.4 x 9.4 x 6.7 in (240 x 240 x 170mm)
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1/35 M4A2 76MM “WET” SHERMAN
Rolling out for Russia

Diesel engine-equipped Sherman tanks were primarily shipped to America’s Lend Lease 
partners during WWII. Thousands went to Russia where they were thrown into combat 
against the advancing German armies. At the front, these American-built tanks helped 
turn the tide against Germany and sped their eventual fall. The 76mm gun-equipped 
Sherman compared favorably with the T-34 and was a dangerous opponent to the Panzer 
IV. Eventually, whole Russian divisions were equipped with the Sherman. Kit features 
decals for one Soviet Army version.

6483 ITAS6483 Total Parts:  Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.7 in (169mm)
    

1/35 PANZER KAMPFWAGEN I AUSF.B
Training for the coming terror

Equipped with thin armor and an extremely light armament of two low-caliber machine 
guns, the Panzer I was far behind the tank designs of Germany’s neighbors. However, it 
was a necessary step towards the later development of Nazi Germany’s elite tank forces. 
Despite its drawbacks, the Panzer I saw service in most of the fronts Germany fought on. 
Continuous improvements, modifications, and role changes extended the service life of 
the design far past the initial training role envisioned for it.

6523 ITAS6523 
    

1/72 M4A2 SHERMAN III FAST ASSEMBLY
Forces of the freedom fighters

Even after their homes were occupied or destroyed, remnants of the French and Polish 
Armed Forces fought on alongside the Allies. With all manufacturing facilities in the 
hands of the Axis, these homeless formations relied on equipment and supplies donated 
by the remaining Allied forces. Chief amongst the tanks supplied by the west was the 
M4A2 Sherman. Light, fast and lethal, the Sherman helped infantry deliver the decisive 
strikes that let the Polish and French soldiers finally go home. Kit features Free French, 
Polish, and US decals.

7511 ITAS7511 Total Parts:  Skill Level: 1 Length: 3.2 in (82mm)
    

1/72 T-34/76 MOD. 42 COMBO
Rolling into the Reich

Tens of thousands of T-34s rolled off Soviet assembly lines and onto the fields of WWII. 
There they provided a terrible shock to Nazi German forces. The armor on these Soviet 
tanks was far too thick for the standard German tank and anti-tank guns which allowed 
the T-34 to wreak considerable havoc amongst German formations. Before the war was 
over, the T-34 had pushed Germany from the gates of Moscow all the way back to Berlin. 
Kit features two T-34 kits with decals.

7523 ITAS7523 (2 Kits) Total Parts: 15 (x2) Skill Level: 1 Length: 3.7 in (93mm)
    

NEW RELEASES
®
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AMT® 1/25 Piranha Spy Car
Say U.N.C.L.E. and you win

AMT® 1/25 1953 Chevy® Corvette®

The future on four wheels

On the silver screen, being a spy seems to have an awful lot of benefits—and one of 
those benefits is almost always have a ridiculously expensive, flashy, and memorable car 
stuffed with gadgets. The Piranha CRV Super Spy Car is that sweet ride. Its unique body 
style and gull wing doors make it eye-catching, but all the spy goodies it’s loaded with 
make it a real knockout! Get your Cold-War cruiser and catch some bad guys today! Kit 
features opening gull wing doors, fully detailed motor, authentic interior, and a Retro 
Deluxe bonus mini box.

Set on delivering a sports car that returning American GIs could love, Chevrolet incidentally 
developed one of the most enduring brands of cars on the road. The first Chevy Corvette 
was a plastic-bodied, stock-part constructed, six-cylinder anyman’s sports car... and it 
tanked. Performance, critical reception, and sales all fell far short of expectations. In spite 
of the rough start, GM revised their design, up-gunned the engine, included a manual 
transmission, and turned the Corvette into a top performer that has lasted into today. 

AMT900 AMTS0900  Skill Level: 3 

AMT910/12 AMTS0910

Dragon Models® 1/700 USS Arizona BB-39 (1941)
Bring the great gray lady back from the deep

Lindberg 1/32 1940 Ford Convertible
Designed to drive you

To this day, the remains of over a thousand US Servicemen rest in the sunken hulk of the 
USS Arizona. But you can build BB-39 as she was on December 6th, 1941—the day before 
the world changed forever. Build this kit as a tribute to the great vessel and the brave men 
who served aboard her. This Premium Edition kit features newly tooled lower hull, bridge 
and crane parts, 14-inch guns with slide-molded barrels, lifeboats, photo-etched parts, 
Cartograf decals, new box art, and a display stand.

An icon of the golden age of automotive history, the 1940 Ford Convertible was the 
final model of the 1937 Ford line. It sported extensive chrome highlighting, satisfying 
contouring, and a potent, compact V-8 engine. At between $800 and $900, the 1940 
convertible was not a cheap car. However, it was accessible to enough of the working 
public that original production models are still available on the antiques market today.

7053 DMLS7053 Total Parts: 154  Skill Level: 2 Length: 10.5 in (267 mm) 
   

HL119/12 LNDS0119
   

Lindbergh Vanguard Satellite
Sputnik sputtered, Vanguard leads the way
After over fifty years in space, the Vanguard I satellite is still orbiting the Earth, still 
actively tracked by scientists, and still teaching us things about our world that we never 
knew. This tiny, grapefruit-sized satellite was the first ever solar powered satellite put 
into space, the fourth satellite of any type. It helped map out the globe in a totally new 
way, taught us about the effects of atmospheric drag, and raised our awareness of solar 
radiation. Most remarkably, Vanguard I is expected to remain in orbit for nearly two 
hundred more years.
HL603 LNDS0603 
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Lindberg 1/25 Flintstones Car SNAP Kit
YABBA DABBA DOOOOOOO!!!!

Life in prehistoric times is a little bit easier when you can pedal on over to the Bedrock 
Bowl for a couple of frames of pin-smashing fun; or, when you can get Brontosaurus ribs 
on the go while cruising about with your best gal! So don’t delay, stop in and get Fred’s 
Flinty Ferrrousarri today! Kit features an easy to build snap-together version of the car 
from the incredibly popular Flintstones animated series.

HL604 LNDS0604 
    

Moebius® 1/72 BSG Viper MkVII (2 Pack)
Saving humanity—two ships at a time
Featured in the recent Battlestar Galactica reboot, the Viper MkVII is the galaxy’s most 
advanced fighter. MkVIIs are far more agile than earlier Viper variants. Their navigational 
systems are fully networked, with user-intuitive, software-based controls. Weapons 
include three kinetic energy weapons and two missile launchers. Kit features two 
downsized versions of the Moebius 1/32 scale Viper along with display stands.

958 MOES0958 Total Parts: 29 x 2 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.5 in (140 mm)
    

Moebius® 1/72 Interstellar Film Ranger
Searching for salvation
Despite regressing to an agrarian society and facing the total annihilation of the human 
race, the plotline of Interstellar tells us that humanity still has the technology to launch a 
mission far beyond the explored reaches of space—to the zone around a massive black 
hole where there are three potentially habitable planets. The descents to these planets 
will be made about the Ranger—an able futuristic spacecraft capable of conveying four 
crew between planet and ship. Kit features a detailed model based on the successful 
Sci-Fi Film!
960 MOES0960 Total Parts: 40 Skill Level: 3 Length: 10.5 in (267 mm)
    

Moebius® 1/25 1971 Ford Ranger Pickup
Top of the line

Moebius® Models 1/25 1965 Plymouth® Belvedere
Drag race devil, on-road angel

From the base model of the Edsel line to the top-notch of the Ford F-Series, the Ranger 
name took a major turn for the better in the early sixties. The Ford Ranger or this time 
was a full-size pickup with all the trim and style package considerations available for the 
F-series. Build your seventies classic with this incredible kit!

The 1965 Plymouth Belvedere was available as a sedan, hardtop, or even a station 
wagon. It was a vehicle nearly anyone could afford and anyone would love to drive. But 
the Belvedere had another side as well. It was a force to be reckoned with on the drag 
strip. With custom parts, high-performance engines, and big slick tires, the Belvedere 
could leave just about anything far behind in the dust. Kit features detailed parts and 
full decals. 

1208 MOES1208 Total Parts: 134 Skill Level: 3 Length: 8.25 in (210 mm)
    

1215 MOES1215 Total Parts: 112 Skill Level: 3 Length: 8 in (203 mm)
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MPC® 1/25 1979 Pontiac® Firebird Trans Am
Fire it up
One of the most instantly recognizable vehicles of all time, the 1979 Pontiac Firebird 
Trans Am was an icon of the American Automotive industry for years. The iconic Firebird 
blazon on the hood was only part of the vehicle’s mass appeal. Beautiful contouring, 
revolutionary design, and outstanding performance all combined to make it a favorite of 
drivers and collectors alike.

MPC820/12 MPCS0820   
    

MPC® 1/25 Jawbreaker Dragster
One sweet ride
For racing excitement that’s never a drag, get the Jawbreaker! This hard-shelled ride is as 
fast as it is wacky. Kit features highly detailed plastic pieces, factory pre-lettered tires, 
custom speed equipment, supercharged engine with blower and scoop, drag chute, deep 
dish racing wheels, waterslide decals and full instructions!

MPC821 MPCS0821  Skill Level: 2 
    

Polar Lights® 1/9 Executive Officer Kane Figure (Alien)
He had the special…
Somewhere in the spacefarer’s handbook there has to be a section entitled, “Do not 
directly, physically interact with any alien life form in any capacity”. Unfortunately, 
Officer Kane never read said handbook and suffered the world’s worst case of indigestion 
because of it. All joking aside, this kit represents one of the most poignant tipping points 
in cinema history—a defining moment that tells you, without a doubt, that you aren’t 
watching Star Wars. This kit features intricately detailed resin parts, engineered to 
allow realistic lighting effects to be installed.

POL912 PLLS0912  Skill Level: 3 
    

Polar Lights® 1/32 Classic Batmobile (Purple Box)
Gotham’s finest

Polar Lights® 1/1000 Romulan Bird of Prey Snap Kit
Terror and Torpedoes

Batman took the world of television by storm and introduced comics in an entirely new 
way. This lively, campy, and incredibly popular television show made Batman a household 
name. The original Batmobile, depicted in this kit, is the Batmobile for an entire generation 
of fans. Out of production for decades, Polar Lights is now bringing back the original 
Batmobile model in the original Purple Box with all-new resin figures of Batman and 
Robin. Kit features injection molded model, rare purple box illustration, resin character 
figures, and decals.

Few Star Trek ships are as popular or mysterious as the infamous Romulan Bird-of-Prey. The 
villainous ship played a key role in the STAR TREK: The Original Series episode “Balance 
of Terror.” The ship’s iconic design and blazing bird graphic have been painstakingly 
researched to deliver the utmost in authenticity in this snap-together model kit. The kit 
features a dome display base, snap-together construction, pictorial instructions and all 
decals needed to decorate the ship accurately.

POL933 PLLS0933  Skill Level: 2 
    

POL934 PLLS0934 Skill Level: 2
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NEWPRODUCT

Slow down, relax and recharge with 
puzzles so beautiful, you’ll want to frame 
them and hang them on the wall.

Long story short...

SUNSOUT® PUZZLES
Build a brighter world, one piece at a time
There’s something for everyone in the world of puzzles, 
whether it’s fun memories of “A Good Day for the Fair” 
or warm ones of “Supper at Rosie’s”.  Take a ride on the 
“Moonshine Express” or stay home and feed the “Barnyard 
Chickens”. Wherever you go, remember that, with Sunsout, 
every day is a good day to finish a puzzle.

®

All Sunsout Puzzles feature:
 ❚ Pieces made from recycled paper board

 ❚ Made with eco-safe soy-based ink

 ❚ Proudly made in the U.S.A

Products for everyone!

Also available:
SOIY3341  Moonshine Express 500pcs
SOIY3871  Barnyard Chickens 500pcs
SOIY3881  Sold As Is 300pcs Large Format
SOIY4182  Hanging Out 300pcs Large Format
SOIY4981  Summer Daze 500pcs
SOIY6904  Bridge View 500pcs

SOIY0986   A Lionel 
Christmas Eve - 1000pcs

SOIY1723   A Good Day for the Fair 
- 1000pcs

SOIY1755    The Village Pump 
- 1000pcs

SOIY2257  Supper At Rosie’s 
- 500pcs

SOIY2973  Sidewalk Engineer 
LNL Catalog Series - 500pcs

SOIY6498  Stare Down 
- 1000pcs

See GPDealer for a complete list of available puzzles
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Activity, creativity, and entertainment are 
at your fingertips with ALEX toys.

Long story short...

ALEX TOYS
Awaken creativity!
Creative crafting is for everyone! Alex Toys, world leaders 
in keeping creative kids active and entertained, brings 
top-notch creative toys for boys and girls. Stick together 
a studly duct tape wallet, create cartoon characters, and 
become a pinball Picasso with these cool kits from Alex 
Toys!

ALXY0162 Light Up Trace Case

ALXY0161 Rip and Stick Duct Tape Wallet

ALXY0164 Pinball Painter

Tech Support  217-398-8970

 ❚ Your money, your wallet, your way!
 ❚ 5 rolls of duct tape, non-stick paper, stencil 

sheet, pre-cut fabric and instructions.
 ❚ Fabric templates and stencils make it easy.
 ❚ Make a see-through pocket for your ID

 ❚ Includes a light box with 15 acetate 
drawing sheets, 25 preprinted 
backdrops, 10 colored pencils and 
instructions

 ❚ Includes activity sheets to your own 
wacky cartoon characters

 ❚ Trace right onto pre-printed 
backgrounds

 ❚ Light Up Trace light box is 
approximately 14” x 12” x 3”

 ❚ Play pinball and make art at the same time!

 ❚ Includes pinball paint tray with splash guard
 ❚ 3 balls, 3 paints, 20 paper sheets
 ❚ Just hit the flippers to spread the paint
 ❚ Easy clean up with soapy water
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Your little sports fans will love zooming 
toy cars around all new Bburago track 
sets. 

Long story short...

BBURAGO GOGEARS RACE SETS
Launch into racing fun!

Racing excitement is just a moment away when you open the 
Bburago box and get going with your GoGears! They feature 
pull-back and go cars with cool designs, and there are four 
raceway setups to delight any style of racer. Hours of fun with 
family and friends await, so get racing today!

Products for everyone!

BURH0262 18-30262 
GoGears Dual 
Daredevil Raceway

 ❚ GoGears pull-back cars offer high-speed, 
battery-free thrills!

 ❚ Four raceways available right here

 ❚ Conquer loops, curves, jumps and more

 ❚ Race against your friends or challenge 
yourself for the fastest time!

BURH0263 18-30263 
GoGears High Speed 
Highway

BURH0278 18-30278 
GoGears Super Speed 
Loop

BURH0349 18-30349 
GoGears Race & 
Chase Getaway
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Settle down in the evening cool and spend 
some time putting together a puzzle. 
Whether you build puzzles all the time, 
or you just need a break from the bustle, 
there’s never been a better time to put 
together a Masterpieces puzzle today. 

Long story short...

MASTERPIECES JIGSAW PUZZLES®

Make a Masterpiece, One Piece at a Time

Take a trip to the “Emerald City” without ever leaving the 
house. See all the “Colors of Venice” without leaving your 
chair. Make a “River Crossing” without getting wet! Master 
Pieces puzzles bring vibrant color and fun wherever you build 
them. 

All Master Pieces Puzzles feature:
 ❚ Full color artwork

 ❚ Pieces made from recycled materials

 ❚ Suitable for ages 13+

Also available:
MSTY1509 The Babysitter 1000pcs
MSTY1513 Local Law 1000pcs
MSTY1514 Delphinium Cottage 308pcs
MSTY1515 Prism 380pcs
MSTY1550 General Store 1000pcs
MSTY3456 Polar Express Book Box 500pcs

MSTY1336 Wizard Of Oz 
Emerald City - 1000pcs

MSTY1504 Nestle - 1000pcs

MSTY1517 Colors Of Venice - 308pcs

MSTY1511 Fire And Rescue 
- 1000pcs

MSTY1512 Army Strong 
- 1000pcs

Tech Support  217-398-8970

MSTY1544 
River Crossing 
- 300EZ
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It’s time to see the world in a whole 
new way! With the cool kits from Slinky 
Scientific Explorer you can test the laws 
and boundaries of this amazing world. 

Long story short...

SLINKY BRINGS YOU THE WORLD’S 
GREATEST TOYS
Spring into new possibilities of play
Slinky has come a long way since the invention of the metal 
coil that brought science to hand for every child in America. The 
little bundles of wire or plastic are still here, but there’s an entire 
world of possibilities out there that Slinky is proud to help your 
little ones explore. Where magic, exploration and science meet, 
Slinky creates fun and learning that will last a lifetime.

Products for everyone!

SLYX0515   Bugpodz Metropolis

SLYX2125   Crash Master Science

SLYX0967   Dinoland Crystals

 ❚ Build a 50-piece habitat for your insect collection!
 ❚ Watch the bugs in your backyard grow and interact
 ❚ Dimensions: 15 x 12 x 3 in (380 x 304 x 76 mm)
 ❚ Ages 5+

 ❚ Turn crashes into fun with this cool kit!
 ❚ Test bumps, bangs, smashes, and crashes
 ❚ Tracks, cars, weights and more all included
 ❚ Ages 8+

 ❚ Create a mystical Jurassic crystal 
paradise in minutes!

 ❚ Make crystal dinos like the 
stegosaurus and T-Rex

 ❚ Dimensions: 9 x 9 x 2.5 in  
(229 x 229 x 63 mm)

 ❚ Ages 6+
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